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Constrained clustering is a framework for improving clustering performance by using constraints about data pairs. Since performance of constrained clustering depends on the set of constraints used, a method is needed to select good constraints that promote clustering performance. In this paper, we propose an active sampling method working with a constrained cluster ensemble algorithm that aggregates clustering results that a modified COP-Kmeans iteratively produces by changing the priorities of constraints. Our method follows the approach of uncertainty sampling and measures uncertainty using variations of clustering results where data pairs are clustered together in some results but not in others. It selects the data pair to be labeled that has the most variable result during cluster ensemble process. Experimental results show that our method outperforms random sampling. We further investigate the effect of important parameters.
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1. Introduction

Clustering is known to be a basic technique in the field of information retrieval or data mining that is applied to tasks such as image segmentation [1] and topic analysis [2]. There have been vigorous studies to enhance clustering performance by using labeled data pairs in the framework of constrained clustering [3, 4].

Constrained clustering is a semi-supervised learning technique that uses labeled and unlabeled data to promote enhancement performance. Constrained clustering is different from normal clustering in the use of constraints about some data pairs where each data item of a pair is constrained about cluster assignment. Such constraints are of two kinds, usually called must-link and cannot-link. Must-link is a constraint for a data pair that must be in the same cluster, and cannot-link is a constraint for a data pair whose halves must be separated from each other.

Several methods have been proposed to utilize such constraints to improve clustering performance. One method introduced constraint to a k-means algorithm, for example, to reduce erroneous data grouping [5], and another method used it to create a better distance measure or kernel matrix [6–10].

Although the use of constraints is an effective approach, we find problems in preparing constraints. One problem is the efficiency of the process. Because constraints must be manually labeled must-link or cannot-link, the user cognitive cost seems very high. We must help users cut down on such labeling cost. Another problem is the effectiveness of prepared constraints. Many experimental results in recent studies have shown that clustering performance does not improve monotonically – and sometimes may even deteriorates – as the number of applied constraints increases [8, 10, 11]. The degree of performance improvement depends on the quality of constraints, not on the quantity. These results imply that constraints are not all useful and that some are effective but others are not effective – or even may be harmful to the clustering. We also must help users to select only effective constraints that improve clustering performance. These problems are solved by the active learning framework [12] that automatically selects constraint candidates expected to be useful.

We propose an active sampling method to select a data pair that is expected to be the most effective if its true constraint label, or must/cannot-link, is given. Our method is based on a bagging-based cluster ensemble technique [13] and constrained k-means with a random data assignment order. This realizes a cluster ensemble framework that creates partially coherent data groups from clustering iteration and integrates them into a set of final clusters. Cluster variation is created by changing the data assignment order in a constrained k-means algorithm that is a modified version of COP-Kmeans [5]. The original COP-Kmeans algorithm tends to create inconsistent clusters because results depend significantly on its data assignment order, which is generally undecidable, thus we use such behavior to produce diversity for the cluster ensemble.

Once we produce a diversity of clustering results, we observe the diversity of a data pair to be clustered together (or not) during the cluster ensemble process. We regard diversity as an uncertainty sampling measurement [14] that is one of major criteria for active learning [15] to se-
2. Constrained Clustering Algorithm

In this section, we introduce a constrained clustering algorithm that we consider an active sampling method. This algorithm consists of a bagging-based cluster ensemble technique and modified COP-Kmeans with a random data assignment order.

Algorithm 1 shows the cluster ensemble procedure based on a bagging process that is a well-known ensemble learning technique that aggregates different patterns of predictions produced by a weak learner. In this case, the modified COP-Kmeans works as a weak learner that produces diverse clustering results with some moderate quality. These results are then aggregated in the form of a kernel matrix. Since each $K^t$ is positive semidefinite (Appendix A), linear combination $K$ is also positive semidefinite. We run a kernel $k$-means using the aggregated kernel matrix to get the final clustering result.

A clustering result produced by the modified COP-Kmeans in each bagging step $t$ is transformed as a kernel matrix $K^t$ in which each element corresponds to a data pair. They are labeled with $+1$ or $-1$ to indicate whether the corresponding data pair belongs to the same cluster or not. From the point of the bagging framework, the modified COP-Kmeans works as a weak learner to predict a label, or must/cannot-link, of each data pair using constraints as training examples. The quality of a clustering result depends on label prediction accuracy, thus we intend to increase accuracy using bagging that expands the performance of a weak learner.

Algorithm 2 lays out the entire modified COP-Kmeans procedure. Our modified COP-Kmeans algorithm has the following refinements compared to the original one:

- It produces a clustering result regardless of whether it fails to satisfy some constraints.
- It utilizes constraint priorities that are continuously controlled by the bagging process in order to decide the data assignment order in clustering.

The order of data assignment in COP-Kmeans is usually decided at random. Our modified algorithm decides the order by sorting constraint priorities so that a constraint with higher priority is more likely to be satisfied than that with lower priority because the likelihood of constraint satisfaction generally increases if it is considered earlier than other constraints. Our algorithm uses this empirical but practically useful heuristic to decide the order. Although it follows the basic standard $k$-means algorithm procedure [5], its data assignment process is rather complicated because we introduce the concept of priority for each data pair to produce, in turn, the diversity of clustering results.

There are two main procedures in the modified COP-Kmeans clustering loop. The first is a procedure for assigning unconstrained data to the nearest cluster centers, which follow the standard $k$-means algorithm. The second is a procedure for assigning constrained data to the nearest cluster centers. This procedure has many conditional branches because we must consider the assignment of two data in a constrained data pair at the same time. To do so, we utilize the priority given for constraints to create clustering diversity. Conditional branches are caused for the following reasons:

- We consider whether each data of a pair has already been assigned. Since some data is restricted by more than one constraint, one or both data may have already been assigned. We must prepare procedures for such conditions.
- We must consider the type of constraint. Depending on the situation above, we prepare different procedures based on the type of constraint the data pair has.

Concrete procedures about such conditions are given in lines 8 to 36 in Algorithm 2.

---

**Algorithm 1 Cluster Ensemble**

1. **INPUT:** Data $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$,
2. Constraints $S = \{(i_1, j_1, y_1), \ldots, (i_m, j_m, y_m)\}$,
3. Priorities $P = \{p_{(i_1, j_1)}, \ldots, p_{(i_m, j_m)}\}$,
4. Bagging steps $T$
5. **OUTPUT:** Clusters $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k\}$

6. **for** $t = 1$ to $T$ **do**
7. Randomize priorities $P$ for constraints $S$.
8. Run modified COP-Kmeans procedure (Algorithm 2).
9. Create kernel matrix $K^t$ from the above clustering result.
   
   $K^t(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
   1 & \text{if } x_i \text{ and } x_j \text{ belong to the same cluster} \\
   -1 & \text{if } x_i \text{ and } x_j \text{ belong to different clusters}
   \end{cases}$
10. Calculate final kernel matrix $K$.
   
   $K = \sum_{t=1}^{T} K^t$
11. Run a kernel $k$-means algorithm with $K$, and return final set of clusters $C$. 

---
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3. Active Sampling for Constrained Clustering

We consider an active learning method based on the cluster ensemble introduced in the previous section. The objective of our active learning method is to select a data pair that is expected to promote the most clustering performance if it is labeled. In this research, we propose an active learning method using a concept of uncertainty sampling [14]. Uncertainty sampling is a hypothesis that indicates whether we should label data for which it is the most difficult for a classifier to infer the class. Applying the hypothesis to our case of constrained clustering, we should label the data pair that is the most difficult for our clustering algorithm to infer whether the pair is must-link or cannot-link.

To find such a data pair, we first must decide a criterion to quantify the “uncertainty” produced when our clustering algorithm predicts the label of each data pair. We determine criteria using the cluster ensemble property, namely, the diversity of clustering results. Our clustering algorithm is based on a bagging-based cluster ensemble technique, which utilizes constraints to produce a variety of clustering results. In the cluster ensemble process, a data pair may be clustered together in some results or be assigned to different clusters in other results. We regard such instability as an estimation of uncertainty and quantify behavior using entropy.

Let \((x_i, x_j)\) be a data pair and \(p_{ij}\) be the probability that the data pair is grouped in the same cluster in a bagging sequence. We estimate \(p_{ij}\) using the number of times that the pair belongs to the same cluster during a sequence of bagging steps. We evaluated our proposed method using the six datasets summarized in Table 1. Glass, wdbc and balance are from the UCI repository\(^1\) and tr11, tr12 and tr23

\(\text{Algorithm 2 modified COP-Kmeans}\)

1. INPUT: Data \(X\), Constraints \(S\), Priorities \(P\).
2. \(R\): No. of maximum repeats in K-means
3. OUTPUT: Clusters \(C\)
4. Select initial cluster centers
5. FOR \(r = 1\) to \(R\) DO
6. Sort constraints in descending order according to \(P\).
7. Assign constrained data pairs \((x_i, x_j)\) to cluster centers in sorted order according to the following procedure.
8. IF Both of \((x_i, x_j)\) are not assigned yet THEN
9. Let \(c_i, c_j\) be nearest cluster centers for \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) respectively, then let \(d(x_i, c_i), d(x_j, c_j)\) be distances their nearest cluster centers.
10. IF \((x_i, x_j)\) is constrained by must-link THEN
11. IF \(d(x_i, c_i) < d(x_j, c_j)\) THEN
12. Assign \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) to \(c_i\).
13. ELSE
14. Assign them to \(c_j\).
15. ELSE IF \((x_i, x_j)\) is constrained by cannot-link THEN
16. IF \(c_i \neq c_j\) THEN
17. Assign \(x_i\) to \(c_i, x_j\) to \(c_j\), respectively.
18. ELSE
19. IF \(d(x_i, c_i) < d(x_j, c_j)\) THEN
20. Assign \(x_i\) to \(c_i, x_j\) to the second nearest center.
21. ELSE
22. Assign \(x_j\) to \(c_j, x_i\) to the second nearest center.
23. ELSE IF \((x_i, x_j)\) has been already assigned and \(x_j\) has not been yet assigned THEN
24. Let \(c_i\) be cluster center to which \(x_i\) is assigned.
25. IF \(x_j\) and \(x_i\) are constrained by must-link THEN
26. Assign \(x_j\) to \(c_i\).
27. ELSE IF \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) are constrained by cannot-link THEN
28. Assign \(x_j\) to cluster center that is nearest to data and is different from \(c_i\).
29. ELSE IF \((x_i, x_j)\) has not been yet assigned and \(x_j\) has already been assigned THEN
30. Let \(c_i\) be cluster center to which \(x_i\) is assigned.
31. IF \(x_j\) and \(x_i\) are constrained by must-link THEN
32. Assign \(x_j\) to \(c_i\).
33. ELSE IF \(x_j\) and \(x_i\) are constrained by cannot-link THEN
34. Assign \(x_j\) to cluster center that is nearest to data and is different from \(c_j\).
35. ELSE IF Both of \((x_i, x_j)\) are already assigned THEN
36. Even if the constraint about \((x_i, x_j)\) is not satisfied, the assignment process will continue.
37. Assign rest of data that are not constrained to their nearest cluster centers.
38. IF Clustering result does not change from previous one THEN
39. Return result and exit.
40. ELSE
41. Update cluster centers and go to next step.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Settings

We evaluated our proposed method using the six datasets summarized in Table 1. Glass, wdbc and balance are from the UCI repository\(^1\) and tr11, tr12 and tr23

\(^1\) http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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Algorithm 3 Active Sampling

1: INPUT:
2: Initial constraints $S = \{(i_1, j_1, y_1), \ldots, (i_m, j_m, y_m)\}$,
3: $U$: No. of maximum repeats in Active sampling,
4: $N$: No. of data pairs to select
5: for $u = 1$ to $U$ do
6: Run cluster ensemble procedure (Algorithm1).
7: Sort data pairs in descending order according to $E_{ij}$.
8: Select $N$ data pairs from the top of the sorted list.
9: Label those selected data pairs.
10: Add them to $S$.

Table 1. Datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of Data</th>
<th>No. of Class</th>
<th>No. of Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>glass</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wdbc</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr11</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr12</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr23</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are from the CLUTO datasets. For CLUTO datasets, we made a feature vector by calculating and normalizing tf-idf for each attribute.

We compared the following methods for constraint sampling:

- **active**: This is our proposed method. Our algorithm starts from 10 randomly selected source constraints and repeats active sampling until it gets 100 constraints. The number of constraints to add at active sampling $N$ is set to 10 in experiments.

- **random**: This method selects data pairs to be labeled at random. Similar to active sampling, it starts from 10 source constraints and repeats random sampling until it gets 100 constraints. Parameter $N$ is also set to 10.

Both methods are based on the constrained clustering algorithm described in Section 2. Bagging step $T$ was set to 100 in both cases. Distance metric we used in experiments was Euclidean distance.

We used normalized mutual information (NMI) to measure clustering accuracy. NMI was calculated by using the following formula:

$$\text{NMI}(C, T) = \frac{I(C, T)}{\sqrt{H(C)H(T)}}$$

where $C$ is the set of cluster labels returned by algorithms and $T$ is the set of true cluster labels. $I(C, T)$ is mutual information between $C$ and $T$ and $H(C)$ and $H(T)$ are entropies.

We prepared 10 sets of source constraints. In each dataset, we run 10 trials for both methods by changing source constraints. The final result is the average NMI of 10 trials.

4.2. Results

Figure 1 shows results. The horizontal axis indicates the number of constraints and the vertical axis indicates NMI. Number of bagging steps $T$ was set to 100 in both cases. The number of constraints to be added in an active learning step was set to 10.

Our active method showed better or comparable performance compared to random sampling method random in all datasets. For the three UCI datasets, active clearly outperformed random, especially for glass and wdbc, even though random showed little performance improvement when increasing constraints. For three CLUTO datasets, although we could not see any significant effect of active sampling, active did not show lower performance in any active sampling step.

5. Discussion

Our method has two parameters, $N$ and $T$, that influence active sampling performance. $N$ is the number of constraints to add in an active sampling step. $T$ is the number of bagging steps. In this section, we investigate the effect of these parameters in more detail.

5.1. Effect of $N$

Figure 2 shows the effect of parameter $N$, which is the number of constraints to add in an active sampling step. We test the values of parameters 1, 5, 10. A small number of $N$ needs more calculation time, however we expect a better performance improvement because a smaller number of $N$ has a great possibility of avoiding data pairs that are not effective in improving clustering performance under the assumption of uncertainty sampling.

For three UCI datasets, results of $N = 1$ showed the best performance. $N = 5$ results showed no significant improvement, however the number of promising data pairs is very limited in experiments. We did not see any marked change in CLUTO datasets.

5.2. Effect of $T$

Figure 3 shows the effect of parameter $T$, which is the number of bagging steps. By increasing $T$, we expect a better estimation of $\tilde{p}_{ij}$ that directly influences the choice of data pairs to be sampled.

Contrary to our expectations, parameter $T$ did not have any significant effect except for the UCI balance dataset. For the balance dataset, the result of $T = 300$ showed the best performance. Since the result of $T = 500$ showed lower performance than $T = 300$, increasing $T$ would not necessarily produce a positive effect.
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5.3. Entropy of Selected Data Pairs

We used entropy as a measurement for the uncertainty of active sampling and investigated the average entropy for selected data pairs in both active and random. Table 2 shows average and standard deviation of entropy for 100 selected data pairs during active sampling using both methods. The average value of active is clearly higher than that of random in all datasets. In active, the value becomes slightly higher as \( N \) increases in UCI datasets, however there was no clear difference in CLUTO datasets. This indicates that our proposed method is promising as active sampling technique for constrained clustering even though it is not enough to narrow the numbers of data pair candidates to be selected.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an active sampling method for constrained clustering that selects data pairs to be constrained by using variations in clustering iteration. This consists of a bagging-based cluster ensemble algorithm that integrates a sequence of clustering results produced by a modified COP-Kmeans with random ordered data assignment. Using this base clustering, our sampling method measures the uncertainty of the belongingness of each data pair, which is represented by entropy calculated from the probability of belongingness. Experimental results showed that our method outperforms clustering with random sampling for six datasets. Even though improvement was not so significant, it should be noted that our method achieved the required performance despite a relatively small set of constraints.

Active sampling for constrained clustering has not been well developed, however our method is an option. We will investigate the behavior of the method and test it on many other datasets.

References:
Appendix A. Proof of $K'$ as Positive Semidefinite

$K'$ is a $n$-dimensional square matrix. Suppose indices of the row (or column) of matrix $K'$ are aligned for members of clusters. That is, members of cluster $1$ are aligned with indices from $1$ to $l_1$ in row $K'$ and members of cluster $2$ are aligned with indices from $l_1 + 1$ to $l_1 + l_2$, etc. Here, $l_i$ is the number of members in the $i$-th cluster.

$K'$ is represented as follows:

$$
K' = 2 \begin{pmatrix}
C_1 & O & O & O \\
O & C_2 & O & O \\
O & O & \ddots & O \\
O & O & O & C_k
\end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & \cdots & 1 \\
1 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
1 & 1 & \cdots & 1
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where $C_i$ is a square matrix whose dimension is equal to the number of members in the $i$-th cluster and elements are all 1. $O$ is a matrix whose elements are all 0, thus elements except for $C_i$ in $K'$ are all zero. Elements of the second matrix in the above formula are all 1.

Letting $A$ and $B$ be the first and the second matrix in the above formula, that is, $K' = 2A - B$. $K'$ is positive semidefinite if $A$ and $B$ are positive semidefinite because $K'$ is a linear combination of these matrices.

For any vector $z = \{z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n\}$, we calculate $zAz$ as follows:

$$
zAz = zC_1z + zC_2z + \cdots + zC_kz
= \left(\sum_{i=1}^{l_1}z_i\right)^2 + \left(\sum_{i=l_1+1}^{l_1+l_2}z_i\right)^2 + \cdots + \left(\sum_{i=n-l_k+1}^{n}z_i\right)^2
\geq 0.
$$

$A$ is positive semidefinite. We prove that $B$ is positive semidefinite in a similar way.

$$
zBz = \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n}z_i\right)^2
\geq 0
$$

Since both $A$ and $B$ are positive semidefinite, $K'$ is also positive semidefinite.